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You Will Treasure
the Times You Spend in
Your Timeless Gazebo

All the Charm.
None of the Hassle.

•
Timeless Gazebos have maintenance-free materials in virtually every
component. In addition, there are some pleasant choices to make
when it comes to styles and colors.
Roof Style
Cupola
Made with materials to
match the model of your
choice.

Select from Pagoda Style or
our popular Standard Style.

Braces
Machined from solid polymer,
our intricate decorative braces
maintain their color and never
need painting.

Roof Materials
Architectural Asphalt shingles
available in 7 colors. Maintenancefree Slate-look roofing tiles
available in 7 colors.

Hand Rails
Select from four styles.
Each has vinyl spindles;
rails are solid treated wood
in a vinyl sleeve.

Structural posts

Floor
Wood-plastic composite material
with attractive wood grain texture.
Select from three colors.

Screens
When chosen as an option,
screens are fitted for tightness to
create a nuisance-free interior
environment.

The strength of solid treated wood,
the maintenance-free advantages of a
thick vinyl sleeve. No exposed
treated wood.

Select from the basic models in the following pages, then choose the
options that will make a Timeless Gazebo exclusively yours.
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Classic
Octagon Gazebos

•
Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 3” turned spindles, Gray slate-look roofing tiles, Gray composite flooring

No. 1 Octagon Standard
There is just something about the classic
shape of the octagon gazebo that inspires the
imagination and encourages an escape to quiet
reverie. Timeless Gazebos keep that new look
for many years thanks to advanced
maintenance-free materials.
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Octagon Floorplan

Shown with White vinyl,
2” x 2” turned spindles,
Gray slate-look roofing
tiles, Gray composite
flooring

N o . 1 0 O c t ag o n Pag o da
The added roof section that we call the ‘Pagoda” adds a distinctive profile
and provides a little ‘something extra’ to the traditional Octagon style.

Shown with Ivory vinyl,
2” x 2” balusters, Chestnut
Brown slate-look roofing tiles,
Brown composite flooring

N o . 5 O c t ag o n Victo ria n
Simple Victorian elements make this a good choice for a classic
gazebo on your property.
3

Shown with Ivory vinyl, 2”x 2”
balusters, Cedar Shake-look
roofing tiles, Redwood composite
flooring, Almond roll-formed
aluminum screens

N o . 1 7 O c t ag o n Heritag e
The Octagon Heritage is a classic gazebo form, shown here with screens and door
to add more options for your lifestyle enjoyment. With screens you enjoy the fresh
clean outdoor environment without insect nuisance. What could be better?

Shown with White vinyl,
2” x 2” baluster, Black
architectural asphalt shingles,
Gray composite flooring

N o . 6 O c t ag o n E leg a n t
The Octagon Elegant is the entry level maintenance-free gazebo that will
add appeal and value to any property.
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Enjoy
Stand inside a Timeless Gazebo and you’ll get a better sense
of what it feels like to own one. It’s a unique environment
where you can simply get away from it all or spend time with
a special someone. Parties, gatherings and special events are
all more memorable in a Timeless Gazebo.
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Classic
Oval Gazebos

•
Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” balusters, Black architectural asphalt shingles, Gray composite flooring, White roll-formed aluminum screens

No. 16 Oval Gazebo
This Oval gazebo combines added
spaciousness with optional screens and door to
add practicality to an enhanced lifestyle.
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Oval
Floorplan

Shown with Driftwood architectural shingles, 2 x 2 balusters, Gray composite floor and screens

No. 14 Oval Pagoda
If you take an octagon and stretch it, you have
what we call the Oval floor plan. It provides
more space for gatherings and parties, or just
for stretching out a little more.

•
A Timeless Gazebo
will become a centerpiece
in your lifestyle
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Standard
Oval Gazebos

•
Shown with White vinyl, 1” x 3” balusters, Deluxe braces, Green slate-look roofing tiles, Gray composite flooring

No. 8 Standard Oval
With a softer, more rounded floor plan, the
Standard Oval has a welcoming and inviting
feeling. You and your family will have
treasured memories of the times you
spend in your Timeless Gazebo.
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Standard Oval
Floorplan

Shown with Bell roof, White vinyl, 2” x 2” balusters, Driftwood architectural asphalt shingles, Gray composite flooring, and 36” Octagon Cupola

No. 16 Oval Bell Roof
The distinctive pagoda roofline brings allure and
added refinement to a Timeless Gazebo. With the
added construction intricacies, there is no added
maintenance because of the advanced materials and
techniques we use to make our gazebos as close to
completely care-free as they can be made.

•
This is the view from your
favorite reclining lounge
chair, when cleverly placed
inside a Timeless Gazebo.
Pre-wiring for lighting is available.
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Rectangle Gazebos

•
Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” balusters, Weathered Wood architectural asphalt shingles, Brown composite flooring

No. 9 Rectangle
The conventional rectangular floor plan is more spacious
than may first appear, and is a good choice for outdoor
activities like picnics and dinner with friends.
You will love the feeling of spending time in your
gazebo, and will really appreciate that it requires
virtually no maintenance, ever.
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Rectangle Floorplan

Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” balusters, Weathered Wood architectural asphalt shingles, Brown composite flooring

No. 12 Rectangle Pagoda
The enchanting Pagoda roof adds an extra dimension
of appeal to the simple rectangular shape. Select from
a wide range of material options and colors. They are
all maintenance-free for added years of enjoyment.

•
A Timeless Gazebo will give
you a wonderful place to spend
quiet hours alone or with that
special someone
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F e at u r e s a n d O p t i o n s

•
Features and Options to give you the flexibility you want, with
industry-leading quality you will really appreciate over time.

Floor Plans
Timeless Gazebos are available in four basic floor plans.

Octagon

Standard Oval

Oval

Rectangle

Details
Cupola
A cupola is an attractive feature
included on most models and is
available on all styles.
Standard Brace

Colonial Brace

Deluxe Brace

Heritage Brace

(Shown in White)

(Shown in White)

(Shown in White)

(Shown in Ivory)

Superior Brace
(Shown in Ivory)
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A dva n c e d M at e r i a l s

•
To make your gazebo as convenient and maintenance-free as
possible, we use some of the world’s most advanced composite
materials, and fabricate some of our own.

Cedar

Pressure Treated

Structural Posts

Ceiling

We fabricate special structural components
by creating a vinyl sleeve to cover the treated
lumber support posts. The treated lumber is never
exposed to the elements. The vinyl sleeve means
no splinters in addition to no maintenance.

We call the boards that form the ceiling and
roof deck “underlay.” The underlay consists of
tongue and groove boards to make construction
as durable as it is beautiful.

Ask about white.

High Quality Vinyl

Decking

Vinyl has been used in construction for a long
time, especially in structures such as fences. But
there is a big difference in the quality of vinyl
used for outdoor applications. We use only vinyl
with the highest grade ingredients and added
thickness for extended service life and attractive
appearance. Select from White, Ivory or Clay.

We use only the best ultra-low maintenance
decking materials. Because decking material technology is developing so fast, and
new colors and textures are constantly being
introduced, please contact your dealer for the
decking choices now available.
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Roofing Choices

•
The roof covering has a big effect on the visual presentation of your Timeless Gazebo.
Select from two basic material types: Architectural Asphalt Shingles, and Slate-look
Composite. The new Slate-look Composite material has a dimensional appearance and
adds that something extra that will set your lifestyle structure apart.

Architectural Asphalt Shingles

Slate-look Composite

Black

Weathered wood

Gray

Cedar Brown

Earth TOne Cedar

Driftwood

Chestnut Brown

Earth Green

Forest Green

Dual gray

Stone Red

Note: Please see dealer samples
for accurate color. Colors here are
representational only.
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Dual Brown

Rails and Spindles

•
We take extra steps to build strength into a Timeless Gazebo, with more components
that combine vinyl and treated lumber than any other you will find. We create a vinyl
sleeve for structural wood components to add durability and to protect from splintering.

Cutaway view of Upper Rail

•

Cutaway view of Handrail

Cutaway view of Cornice Board

We create a dowel on the end of each
vinyl spindle to fit dowel holes precisely
cut into the hand and foot rails. Then
we add a bed of epoxy and clamp them
together to join all the parts together.
The result is a strong, rigid component
that is clean, attractive and will
maintain its integrity for a long,

1" x 3" Balusters

2" x 2" Balusters

2" x 2" Turned Spindles

2" x 3" Turned Spindles

long time.
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Lifestyle Screens

•
When you add screens to your Timeless Gazebo, you add a
whole new dimension to your lifestyle.

Our screens are designed to fit tight at the top and bottom
Two choices of Screen Frames
n Premium extruded aluminum frames (not shown)
n Mid-range roll-formed aluminum frames; available
in Bronze, White and Almond (illustrated below)

Roll-Formed
frames
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Also, ask about our
4-Track Window
Enclosure System

A wonderful addition
to your lifestyle
Maintenance-free
convenience
Timeless Gazebos are for those who
seek the spirit, wonder and delight of this
charming lifestyle structure, but who do
not relish the idea of adding another
maintenance chore to their routine.
Timeless Gazebos are as maintenance free
as today’s technology can make them. From
roof to floor, from inside out, composite
materials and advanced technologies provide
all the advantages of gazebo ownership with
none of the maintenance drawbacks. That
means more time to enjoy, less time and
money on maintenance.

s

Enjoyment
for a lifetime

s
Timeless Gazebos

